Fundraising with flowers
5  PURPLE SENSATION ALLIUM

Giant deep purple balls sit atop tall sturdy stems and feature thousands of tiny flowers. These hardy bulbs multiply each year and make wonderful fresh-cut or dried flower arrangements. A true conversation piece in your garden.

Bulb size 10/12cm  Height 24-36”  Spacing 4-5”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

Retail Price $14
15 MIXED WINDFLOWERS
Six weeks of non-stop blooms are produced from these tiny bulbs. Ideal as a ground cover or in woodland settings they continue to multiply year after year. Also widely known as Anemone Blanda. A striking combination of delicate ground-cover blossoms.
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 2-6”  Spacing 2-3”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant
Retail Price $8

4 ASIATIC LILIES MIXED
This mix of Asiatic blooms will be sure to delight your mid-summer garden. These flowers are very attractive when planted in a large group and provide a sweet fragrance for the gardener.
East to grow, early to bloom and weather resistant.
Bulb size 10/12cm  Height 24-48”  Spacing 4-6”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower
Retail Price $12

6 DELUXE DAFFODILS
Early to mid season blooms featuring bold & bright contrasting colors this daffodil mix will multiply rapidly providing flowers for years to come. Wonderful in wooded settings, borders or beds. Famous for their lasting bloom in the garden!
Bulb size 10/12cm  Height 12-16”  Spacing 5-6”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant
Retail Price $12
SPRING BEAUTY GARDEN

35 Bulbs
Guaranteed to add beauty and charm to your spring garden, this collection of 35 bulbs begins blooming in spring and continues into early summer... year-after-year! Great for planting along walkways and garden borders. This collection makes a wonderful gift for someone starting out in the garden who wants a trouble free, guaranteed variety of color for the summer season.

Retail Price $25

5 MIXED TULIPS
Bulb size 10/11cm  Height 18/24”
Spacing 4-5”  Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower

5 YELLOW DAFFODILS
Bulb size 10/12cm  Height 12-16”
Spacing 5-6”  Full to Part Sun
Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

15 MIXED CROCUS
Bulb size 5/7cm  Height 4-6”  Spacing 2-3”
Full to Part Sun  Shade  Deer Resistant

10 MOUNTAIN LILIES
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 15”  Spacing 2-3”
Full to Part Sun  Shade  Cut Flower
Deer Resistant  Fragrant

ROCK GARDEN DELIGHT

55 Bulbs
Bright colors from spring through summer will provide years of beautiful enjoyment. Planted in partial shade to full sun locations these garden gems will brighten any yard. Can be grown individually in pots or containers or can be mixed within a rock garden or border for a spectacular display. 55 bulbs at a tremendously affordable price!

Retail Price $22

15 MIXED WINDFLOWERS
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 2/6”
Spacing 2-3”  Full to Part Sun
Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

10 STRIPED SQUILLS
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 3-4”  Spacing 2-3”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

15 DWARF IRIS
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 6-8”  Spacing 4-6”
Full to Part Sun

15 GLORY OF THE SNOW
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 4-6”  Spacing 2-3”
Full to Part Sun  Deer Resistant
GOT THE BLUES GARDEN

40 Bulbs

The color blue is the most sought after garden shade by avid flower growers the world over. This collection features complimentary shades from the best loved gift from Mother Nature. Featuring a wide variety of shapes and sizes from the tiny Muscari to the Giant Sensation Allium, this collection will be a standout addition to any spring garden. Full planting instructions are featured on each component’s label.

Retail Price $25

5 TULIPS BLUE AIMABLE
Bulb size 11/12cm  Height 18/22”
Spacing 4-5” Full to Part Sun
Cut Flower

15 MUSCARI BLUE
Bulb size 8/9cm  Height 4-8” Spacing 1-2”
Full to Part Sun  Deer Resistant

3 SENSATION ALLIUM
Bulb size 10/12cm  Height 28-36”
Spacing 4-5” Full to Part Sun
Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

17 ANEMONE BLUE SHADES
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height  4” Spacing 2-3”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

NATURE’S HARMONY

45 Bulbs

This harmonious collection of nature’s most interesting color collection is sure to delight the visitor to your spring garden. Together these selections fit perfectly into any landscape and highlight the complexity of shape and form that awakens our interest each spring. Featuring some all-time favorites, this affordable mix of 45 bulbs will make a warm and welcoming statement in your spring garden.

Retail Price $25

5 DAFFODIL FORTISSIMO
Bulb size 10/12cm  Height 12-16”
Spacing 5-6” Full to Part Sun
Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

25 ALLIUM ROSEUM
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 8-12” Spacing 3-4”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

10 FRITILLARIA UVA-VULPIS
Bulb size 6/7cm  Height 10-12”  Spacing 3-4”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

5 TULIP SUNNY PRINCE
Bulb size 11/12cm  Height 18-22”  Spacing 4-5”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower
10 LAVENDER MOUNTAIN LILIES

Dozens of gorgeous lavender-blue blooms. One of our all-time best selling bulbs, this winter-hardy flower blooms from late spring into summer. Sweetly fragrant, they’re comfortable in a wide range of locations from full sun to shade.
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 15”  Spacing 2-3”
Full Sun  Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

Retail Price $8

6 PINK DAFFODILS

A true standout in any garden. Uniquely beautiful with deep pink cups surrounded by brilliant white petals these daffodils will multiply each year and continue to provide your garden with handsome mid-spring blooms. Perfect in any setting. A wonderful addition to the traditional yellow varieties.
Bulb size 10/12cm  Height 18-24”  Spacing 4-5”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower

Retail Price $14

30 ROCK GARDEN ALLIUM

A bounty of mid summer color. Just when you need color during the spring to summer transition, this collection of multi-colored rock garden allium brighten up your yard. Perfect as ground cover or as features in your flower beds.
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 18-24”  Spacing 2-3”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant

Retail Price $10

16 MUSCARI ARMENIACUM

Nothing rivals these marvelous flowering muscaris. They’re a brilliant blue addition to garden beds and borders and are also well suited to planting in patio containers. Plant in groups of 7 or more to get the best effect...hundreds of tiny, bright-blue florets.
Bulb size 8/9cm  Height 5-6”  Spacing 2-3”
Full or Part Sun  Deer Resistant

Retail Price $10
HEALTHY HERB GARDEN
Enjoy fresh grown herbs from your own backyard by planting together in one large container or in separate pots on your deck or patio. Contains Sweet Basil, Summer Savoury, Dill, Oregano, Parsley & Thyme. Can be grown outdoors or indoors along your kitchen windowsill. 6 packages of seeds. Full planting instructions are contained on each package.

Retail Price $12

14 DUTCH IRIS MIXED
Among the first Iris to bloom each spring, these tall Dutch beauties make for showy displays in grassy areas, borders and walkways. Ideal as cut-flowers these multi-colored gems love full sun to part shade.

Bulb size 6/7cm Height 16-22” Spacing 3-4”
Full to Part Sun Cut Flower Deer Resistant

Retail Price $8

3 PAPERWHITES
The perfect indoor container plant, these Paperwhites provide five weeks of super-fragrant blooms in the middle of the winter. Plant in multiples of 3 or more, these tiny flowers sit atop lovely green stems. The all-time favorite bulb for indoor growing

Bulb size 13/15cm Height 16-18” Spacing 1-2”
Full to Part Sun Cut Flower Fragrant

Retail Price $14

4 GOLDEN BELLSS NARCISSUS
Golden, bell-shaped cups are accented by slim, star-like petals. Golden Bells produce an amazing number of blooms from a single bulb and are an excellent choice for enhancing a border or ground cover. Each bulb produces a number of flowers

Bulb size 7/8cm Height 14-18” Spacing 5-6”
Full to Part Sun Cut Flower

Retail Price $12
4 GIANT HYACINTHS MIXED
Fragrance and Beauty all in one! Vigorous and fast growing these early spring bloomers are covered in tiny, beautiful flowers making it look like one solid spike of color. Perfect along borders these flowers love the sun and are deer resistant.
Bulb size 14/15cm  Height 8-12”  Spacing 4-5”  Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant  Fragrant
Retail Price $12

7 KATHERINE HODGKIN IRIS
If you look closely at the flower of ‘Katherine Hodgkin’, the “Queen of the Dwarf Irises”, you will see complex and intriguing patterns that resemble an inkblot test. Certainly one of the most uniquely colored flowers in all of nature and a great conversation piece.
Bulb size 6/7cm  Height 6-8”  Spacing 3-4”
Full Sun  Part Sun  Deer Resistant
Retail Price $15

25 GLORY OF THE SNOW
Sky blue flowers with stunning white centers. One of the prettiest flowering bulbs available, Glory of the Snow is well-named for its ability to bring glorious waves of color to a snowy spring garden. Extremely hardy, these tiny gems need almost no care.
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 4-6”
Spacing 2-3”  Full to Part Sun  Deer Resistant
Retail Price $10
5 IRIS DANFORDIE
A spectacular yellow iris not usually seen in the garden. These wonderful and complex flowers will amaze your garden visitors.
Bulb size 5/6cm Height 5-7” Spacing 2-3” Full Sun Part Sun
Retail Price $8

7 REMBRANDT TULIPS
Known as ‘flamed’ tulips due to the contrasting pigment stretching up from the base of each flower, these spectacular beauties have been featured in countless Rembrandt Masterpieces. They’ll truly turn your garden into a gallery!
Bulb size 11/12cm Height 20-24” Spacing 4-5” Full Sun Part Sun Cut Flower
Retail Price $14

10 SNOW WHITE CROCUS
The brilliant white color, hardiness and early flowering features of these Snow Crocus make them a must-have to include in any flower garden. You will be sure to enjoy their smiling faces even on a cool day. Showy as mass plantings in the lawn.
Bulb size 5/7cm Height 4-6” Spacing 3-4” Full Sun Part Sun Cut Flower Deer Resistant
Retail Price $10
10 CHECKERED LILIES
Certainly one-of-a-kind! These perfect bell-shaped flowers appear in the classic shape of the tulip but hang their fascinating heads downward. Their checkered pattern is quite remarkable and hard to believe that it’s a product of nature!
Bulb size 5/6cm Height 10-12”
Spacing 2-3” Full Sun Part Sun Deer Resistant
Retail Price $10

12 GROUND COVER TULIPS
Featuring a varied assortment of low growing tulips such as Tarda and Saxatilis, these very early bloomers will add a colorful accent to any border or highlight the base of large shrubs. Planting in groups of 3 or more will add even more effect to their springtime bloom.
Bulb size 5/6cm Height 6-8” Spacing 3-4”
Full to Part Sun Cut Flower
Retail Price $15

20 BRODIAEA MIXTURE
Tons of intricate, fascinating blooms. A favorite of both bees and butterflies and particularly attractive in cut-flower arrangements, these perennials bloom successively for an extended floral display.
Bulb size 4/5cm Height 24” Spacing 4” Full to Part Sun
Cut Flower Deer Resistant
Retail Price $12

3 BIG IMPACT ALLIUM
There’s nothing that gives better impact in the garden than Allium. This combination of 2 large-sized Purple Sensation and 1 Giant White Allium will certainly create highlights wherever you plant them.
Bulb size 12/14cm Height 24-36” Spacing 5-6”
Full to Part Sun Cut Flower Deer Resistant
Retail Price $12
20 MIXED CROCUS

The first messengers of spring, crocus love to multiply each year providing more and more color each season. Great in borders, rock gardens or even planted directly in your lawn. Valued priced, these beauties will add an early interest to your garden.
Bulb size 5+cm  Height 4-6”  Spacing 2-3”
Full or Part Sun  Deer Resistant
Retail Price $12

20 DRUMSTICK ALLIUM

A true summertime favorite, these miniature allium change in color from green to burgundy as they mature. Both fresh cut and dried arrangements benefit from these stunning, sun-loving flowers. Wonderful texture to add to your spring garden
Bulb size 4/5cm  Height 22-28”
Spacing 2-3”  Full or Part Sun  Cut Flower  Deer Resistant
Retail Price $8

8 MIXED SORBET TULIPS

A beautiful mix of colors with attractive dark green foliage. This mix of Pinks, Mauves, Purples and Whites makes for a stunning assortment of tulips in the spring garden. Planted in clumps of 5 or more, their contrast brings attention to each shade.
Bulb size 10/11cm  Height 18-24”  Spacing 4-5”
Full to Part Sun  Cut Flower
Retail Price $12
Our Quality Guarantee

We work closely with our Dutch growers to ensure that only the best quality flower bulbs and perennials are selected for this program. With staff on the ground in Holland, we go to great lengths to guarantee that our product is grown, delivered and packaged to the highest degree possible. If for any reason you are not totally satisfied with your product upon delivery, we will replace any item immediately and free of charge. Our success depends upon your success!

When your order arrives...

Once you receive your order, you will be pleased to find that each item you purchased comes with a full color label that provides you with all the information you need to have success in the garden. Each label contains a bar code, the bulb size, plant height, proper spacing, where to plant, plus other features that will assist your customers in growing a beautiful bulb garden.
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7 REMBRANDT TULIPS
Bulb size 11/12cm
Height 19-22cm
Spacing 6-8cm
Full or Part Sun Cut Flower

Planting Instructions

In a sunny location, plant in rich, well-drained soil. Plant tulips about 6.5 inches deep (measuring from the base of the bulb). Water planting hole with 1" of water. After planting, firm soil around the base of each bulb. Water after planting. Keep soil moist but not saturated. Once bulbs send up leaves with no flowers, it's time to replace them.
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